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American Library Association • February 3, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


2015 Youth Media Awards winners


ALA on February 2 announced the top books, videos,
and audiobooks for children and young adults—
including the Caldecott, Coretta Scott King, Newbery,
and Printz awards—at its Midwinter Meeting in Chicago.
The Crossover, written by Kwame Alexander, was the
2015 Newbery Medal winner; The Adventures of
Beekle: The Unimaginary Friend, illustrated by Dan
Santat, was the 2015 Caldecott Medal winner. Watch the complete awards webcast and
go behind the scenes to listen to some of the winning authors getting notified by phone.
The RUSA division also had a few notable awards of its own....


AL: The Scoop, Feb. 2; YouTube, Feb. 2; RUSA News


Cornel West and ALA celebrate Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.


The Black Caucus of the American Library Association and
the ALA Social Responsibilities Round Table held the 15th
annual holiday observance and sunrise celebration for Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. on February 2 at the ALA Midwinter
Meeting in Chicago. Cornel West (right), professor of
philosophy and Christian practice at Union Theological
Seminary in New York City, delivered an inspired and
rousing keynote speech to hundreds of conference attendees who managed to arrive by
6:30 a.m. Librarians “are the caretakers of what the Greeks call paideia—deep education,
not deep schooling,” with a commitment for equal access to all, West said....
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AL: The Scoop, Feb. 2


LeVar Burton delights


LeVar Burton (right) may be known for many things—
playing Geordi La Forge on Star Trek: The Next
Generation, Kunta Kinte on the Roots miniseries, and
longtime host of the children’s show Reading Rainbow
—but on February 1 at the 2015 Midwinter Meeting in
Chicago, Burton played a librarian by beginning his talk
with storytime. “Let me tell you a story,” he began, reading
from his new children’s book, The Rhino Who Swallowed a Storm (Reading Rainbow,
2014). The book’s plot addresses the issue of finding comfort and support in tough times
and was partly inspired by his friend, children’s TV-show host Fred Rogers....


AL: The Scoop, Feb. 2


 


 


Women in Geekdom panel


At the Women in Geekdom panel on January 31, five self-
proclaimed nerds shared their thoughts on how libraries
can build communities by reaching out to local patrons
and creating programming that attracts people of all ages.
“Nerd is a verb; it’s not what you love, it’s how much you
love it,” said Tricia Bobeda, cohost and executive
producer of the podcast Nerdette, explaining that her love
of geek culture and background in public radio inspired her to create a podcast that
showed women were interested in science, space, and Star Wars, too. Echoing this
sentiment, Mo Fong, director of K–12 education outreach at Google, said that women
choose to study computer science based on exposure and encouragement, and libraries
can expose them to computers and encourage them to pursue it....


AL: The Scoop, Feb. 2


A field guide to makerspaces


During her Masters Series talk on February 1, Mita
Williams (right), user experience librarian at the University
of Windsor (Ont.) Leddy Library, offered an introduction to
the many new types of creative spaces that libraries and
communities are adopting. Williams began with c-base in
Berlin, launched in 1995 as one of the first independent
“hackerspaces” in the world, which inspired many similar
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efforts in the United States and elsewhere. Hackerspaces soon evolved into
makerspaces, which are a bit more open to the arts and entrepreneurship. Watch her talk
about mechanics’ institutes and makerspaces....


AL: The Scoop, Feb. 1–2


Learning about digital migration


Polly Thistlethwaite (right), chief librarian of the Mina Rees Library at
CUNY’s Graduate Center, and Gary Johnson, president of the
Chicago History Museum, shared their digital migration stories at a
breakfast sponsored by ProQuest on February 1. Thistlethwaite began
by talking about JustPublics@365, an initiative bringing together
academics and activists “to make scholarship available to those who
need it to make the world a better place.” Blog posts on the
JusPublics@365 site help to explain open access, the controversy
behind it, and what the benefits are to academics and other researchers....


AL: The Scoop, Feb. 1


Teaching adults to read


One in six American adults struggles with basic English
literacy. That translates into 36 million people between
the ages of 16 and 65 who grapple with reading on a
daily basis, according to a 2013 survey of adult skills
(PDF file) by the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development. Speakers Michelle H.
Washington, director of the ALA Office for Literacy and
Outreach Services, and Peter Waite, executive director of the nonprofit ProLiteracy,
based in Syracuse, New York, cited that statistic on February 1 and talked about the
work being done to help libraries reengage in adult literacy programs....


AL: The Scoop, Feb. 1


 


 


Obama’s budget increases library funding


On February 2, President Barack Obama transmitted to
Congress the Obama Administration’s nearly $4 trillion
budget request to fund the federal government for fiscal
year 2016, which starts October 1, 2015. The
President’s budget reflected many of the ideas and
proposals outlined in his January 20 State of the Union
speech. Highlights for the library community include
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$186.5 million in assistance through the Library Services and Technology Act and $8.8
million in funding for a national digital platform for library and museum services....


District Dispatch, Feb. 2


Moscow library fire destroys millions of rare items


A major fire that threatened to consume one of
Russia’s most important libraries was finally put out
late February 1, but scholars are only beginning to
assess the damage from the flames, smoke, and
water. The fire broke out at the Institute of Scientific
Information on Social Sciences in Moscow on January
30 and engulfed more than 21,500 square feet of the
Soviet-era building. Vladimir Fortov, president of Russia’s Academy of Sciences, said that
the scene “reminds one of Chernobyl” and estimated that 15% of the 10 million volumes
and materials in the library, which he compared to the Library of Congress, had been
damaged....


New York Times: ArtsBeat, Feb. 1; Sputnik International, Jan. 31


Dark fantasy and sci-fi pop


Dark fantasy and science fiction and their intricacies,
conventions, and differences were front and center
during a panel discussion at the ALA Exhibit Hall’s
PopTop Stage on January 31. Authors Auden D.
Johnson, Fonda Lee, Ken Liu, and Sabaa Tahir kicked
off the panel with outlines of their work, how it fit within genre conventions, and what drew
them to it. They were asked if they think dark fantasy is different from science fiction and
whether the two should be considered two separate genres, instead of fantasy
subgenres. Their answers revealed very different takes on the genres and the importance
of genres overall....


AL: The Scoop, Feb. 2


Rosa Parks was more than a one-time activist


When Rosa Parks was a little girl in rural Alabama, she would stay up
at night, keeping watch with her grandfather as he stood guard with a
shotgun against marauding members of the Ku Klux Klan. Parks is
most famous for refusing to give up her seat to whites on an Alabama
bus in 1955. But a cache of Parks’s papers unveiled February 3 at the
Library of Congress portrays a battle-tested activist who had been
steeped in the struggle against white violence since childhood. The
trove, parts of which were unknown to historians, also shows Parks as
a woman devoted to her family....


Washington Post, Feb. 3
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Google’s slow fade with librarians


Jessamyn West writes: “Librarians have been interested
in the Google Books project since it began in 2004. It
was a heady time to be an information worker. Google
used to actively court libraries, and librarians. They
showed up at our conferences in 2005, tossed a lot of
money around, pumped us for information, talked big talk
about partnerships and the beautiful music we could all make together. They whispered
sweet nothings in our ears about how much we all had in common in a special newsletter
just for librarians written by Jodi Healy, their Library Partnership Manager. We liked her a
lot when she came to our conferences. Time passed. Google came back to the annual
ALA Conference in June of 2012 claiming to be a First-Time Exhibitor. But we still
remember when they were there before. Librarians remember.”...


Medium: The Message, Feb. 2


AL Direct is a free electronic newsletter emailed every Tuesday and Friday to personal
members of the American Library Association.
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American Library Association • February 10, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


Serving patrons with dementia


Terra Dankowski writes: “Tracey Degnan arrives 10
minutes early carrying a suitcase filled with large-print
books, illustrations, photographs, name tags, fake
passports, a big blow-up globe, reading packets, and
souvenirs. Sometimes she brings music, miniature flags,
dolls, coloring sheets, or scented objects to pass around—
whatever it takes for Degnan, life enrichment liaison at Gail
Borden Public Library in Elgin, Illinois, to help stimulate her travel companions’ memories
and engage their senses as they visit a new, faraway land. Welcome to Tales and Travel,
a recreation program designed to encourage participation, conversation, and expression
among Alzheimer’s and other dementia patients by simulating the act of traveling.”...


American Libraries feature


Next AL Live: Library Learning Goes Online


Online learning is changing the way schools work. From
elementary to graduate school to continuing education—online
tools are creating new horizons in distance learning and
supplement in-person learning. The next free episode of
American Libraries Live is airing at 2 p.m. Eastern time on February 12 and will cover the
topic of Library Learning Goes Online. Our expert panel includes moderator Heather
Moorefield-Lang, Forrest C. Foster, Rebecca Miller, Lauren Pressley, and Paul
Signorelli....
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American Libraries, Feb. 6


Longlist for Andrew Carnegie Medals announced


Forty-three books comprising the longlist for
consideration for the 2015 Andrew Carnegie Medals for
Excellence in Fiction and Nonfiction have been selected
from the most recent Booklist Editors’ Choice and RUSA
Notable Books List. The six-title shortlist—three each for
the fiction and nonfiction medals—will be announced in late April, and the two winners will
be announced at an event at the ALA 2015 Annual Conference on June 27 in San
Francisco. The Andrew Carnegie Medals reflect the expert judgment and insight of library
professionals who work closely with adult readers....


Booklist, Feb. 9


 


 


School cuts decimate Philadelphia school librarians


The children who attend Spring Garden Public School in
Philadelphia often come home to no books, let alone e-
readers or internet access. Some live in a nearby homeless
shelter. So when Laureal Robinson became Spring
Garden’s principal five years ago, she had a goal in mind:
to reopen the school library with a certified librarian. For five
years she planned, using community partnerships to bring
in books. In September, she hired a three-day-a-week librarian. Robinson is bucking a
trend. In 1991, there were 176 certified librarians in city schools. Now there are 11 for
218 schools....


Philadelphia Inquirer, Feb. 2


 


 


Selection is privilege


Amy Koester writes: “A conversation went on in the Storytime
Underground Facebook Group recently. Some folks who added to the
thread brought up the perennial gripe that not all the titles winning the
Youth Media Awards seem to have much kid appeal; other voices
jumped in to clarify that kid appeal is not part of the criteria for any of
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the major YMAs. Then something ugly and uncomfortable popped up.
People started talking about certain books not appealing to kids or their
entire communities for one reason: because these certain books have
diverse protagonists.” Jessica Olin adds that diversity is just as
important for children’s literature and popular reading collections in academic libraries.”...


The Show Me Librarian, Feb. 8; Letters to a Young Librarian, Feb. 10


 


 


How to upload ebooks and docs to your Kindle account


Nate Hoffelder writes: “For over three years now, Amazon has
offered Kindle users free cloud storage for their ebooks. This
Kindle Cloud supports many of the same reading features that
you get with ebooks bought from Amazon, including highlights,
notes, bookmarks, dictionary lookup, and syncing your reading
position across all of Amazon’s Kindle apps and e-readers. It’s
pretty useful, and here’s how you can set it up. But first: Do you
want to do this the easy way or the hard way?”...


Ink, Bits, & Pixels, Feb. 7


 


 


10 books with invented English dialects


Sandra Newman writes: “From Shakespeare to Martin Amis, writers
have always been inventive with language. But some authors take it a
step beyond and throw out the rules of English altogether, crafting a
dialect that is only spoken by their characters. Underlying all this is a
simple wish to devise one’s own patois, and this is always implicitly
driven by aesthetic considerations. You’d think such books would be a
specialized taste, but all of the books on this list were commercially
successful. They’re described as cult novels not only for their
strangeness, but for the cult-like adoration they inspire in many
readers.”...
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Huffington Post Books, Feb. 9


Creating color-blind–accessible presentations


Natalie Houston writes: “There is tremendous variation in how
individuals perceive and distinguish colors. These differences
can be due to color vision deficiency or color blindness, as well
as other medical conditions affecting the eyes or brain. Other
factors such as device display settings, corrective lenses, and
environmental lighting conditions can also affect the perception
of color differences. Many of the default color schemes in Excel
and other charting tools used in the social sciences and
humanities produce charts that are difficult for those with vision
problems to distinguish. Here are some suggestions for creating
color-blind–accessible figures.”...


Chronicle of Higher Education, Feb. 9


Project ENABLE: Offering nondiscriminatory access


Diane Stirling writes: “Public and academic librarians
across the US now have a comprehensive, easily
accessible, hands-on informational resource to help them
increase their competence and confidence to provide services to people with disabilities.
Project ENABLE (Expanding Nondiscriminatory Access By Libraries Everywhere) recently
launched a website that offers librarians a broad scope of information on many disabilities
topics. The site helps librarians learn about assistive technologies, become aware of laws
and policies governing disability services in schools and libraries, understand steps they
can take to provide high-quality services to people with autism or ADHD, and assess their
knowledge of those topics.”...


Syracuse University iSchool News, Feb. 10


15 online resources to upgrade your writing skills


Sharon Crosby writes: “Improving your writing
involves several different skills to be addressed so
you can achieve a cohesive structure, while still
keeping the content engaging and interesting. Once
you achieve good structure, you can focus on
developing a comfortable writing style. The following
online tools and resources provide handy tips to help you define the style and structure of
your writing.”...


QwikLit, Feb. 9


AL Direct is a free electronic newsletter emailed every Tuesday and Friday to personal
members of the American Library Association.
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American Library Association • February 20, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


FOIA request reveals depth of graphic novel’s ban


Phil Morehart writes: “Documents released under a recent Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) request shed new light on Chicago Public
School’s (CPS) March 2013 decision to remove Marjane Satrapi’s
graphic novel Persepolis from its classrooms. The decision to pull the
book two years ago prompted criticism and complaints from the media,
CPS parents, and the American Library Association, and sparked
student protests at Chicago’s Lane Technical College Prep High
School. The FOIA documents reveal that the decision came from the
highest levels of CPS administration, with directives issued by CPS
CEO Barbara Byrd-Bennett, despite statements to the contrary made by CPS at the
time.”...


AL: The Scoop, Feb. 18


Discussing The DUFF


When Kody Keplinger’s first book, The DUFF: Designated Ugly Fat
Friend, was published in 2010, the author was 18 years old. Since
then, she has gone on to write three other young adult titles and a
middle grade book, The Swift Boys and Me. On February 20, her first
book will reach audiences around the country when it premieres as a
major motion picture, The DUFF. An avid reader, Keplinger was born
with Leber’s Congenital Amaurosis, a disorder that causes legal
blindness. Last fall, she wrote about the important role honors like the
Schneider Family Book Awards play in ensuring people with
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disabilities see themselves in the stories they read. Keplinger shared her thoughts with
American Libraries on the appeal of YA literature, encouragement for young writers, and
her love for librarians....


American Libraries column, Online, Feb. 20


Film programming for public libraries


Kati Irons writes: “Film programming is a natural fit for libraries. It’s
another tool in our arsenal of storytimes, book groups, and lectures to
create educational, emotional, and silly programs for every age and
interest group. Film programming can seem more complicated than
other kinds of programming. How do you choose films to show? What
equipment should you use? How do you market your programs?
Where do you begin? The most challenging part—but in many ways
the most important—is to make sure you are in compliance with the
law relating to public screenings of films. It’s vital for a successful film
program at your library.”...


American Libraries feature


 


 


ALA joins call for balanced deficit reduction


Kevin Maher writes: “In 2013, the Bipartisan Budget Act
negotiated by Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI) and
Senator Patty Murray (D-WA) provided partial, temporary
relief from sequestration. With the return of full
sequestration in 2016, the American Library Association
(ALA) is collaborating with NDD United, an alliance of organizations working together to
protect nondefense discretionary funding, to renew efforts to bring an end to
sequestration. Today, ALA joined NDD United and more than 2,100 organizations from
across all sectors of the economy and society to urge Congress and President Obama to
work together to end sequestration. The letter (PDF) emphasizes (1) the importance of
nondefense discretionary (NDD) programs, (2) the harmful effects of budget cuts to date,
and (3) the equal importance of both defense and nondefense programs in America’s
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security at home and abroad, and thus the need for equal sequestration relief.”...


District Dispatch, Feb. 19; NDD United, Feb. 18


 


 


The internet of the things and the currency of privacy


Dave Jeffers writes: “If you're like most people, you share
a lot of personal information with companies like Google
and Facebook for the convenience their free services
provide. In turn, these companies sell your tastes and
preferences to marketers, probably for less than $2 a pop.
You read that right. The Financial Times created an online
calculator to estimate how much your data is worth down
to the penny. Mine is worth $1.55. Face it: Privacy is a commodity; even a form of
currency. And everybody’s info is worth a different dollar figure—to marketers, and to
you. As the Internet of Things (IoT) proliferates, providing us with more connected
gadgets, marketers will get to know you even better. Consider what your watch, your light
bulbs, and your refrigerator can add to the conversation.”...


PC World, Feb. 17


 


 


The healing power of libraries


Amy Stolls writes: “One of the most heartwarming stories I
heard last year in my field involved a small, unobtrusive,
understaffed library that emerged out of chaos to take care of
its community, and the outpouring of love and support from
writers and folks around the country who took the time to
notice and help. When schools, shops, and many city
services in Ferguson, Missouri, shut down amidst protests
following a grand jury’s decision last November not to indict
police officer Darren Wilson in the fatal shooting of Michael
Brown, the Ferguson Municipal Public Library stayed open. ‘Wifi, water, rest, knowledge.
We are here for you,’ the library tweeted on Thanksgiving. ‘If neighbors have kids, let
them know teachers are here today, too.’ And indeed, they came. ‘When the kids needed
us, people came from all over, from all sides of the situation, from all races and economic
strata,’ said Scott Bonner, the library’s director and its only full-time librarian. Among the
library’s offerings were free ‘healing kits’ for kids with books about dealing with traumatic
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events.”...


The National Endowment for the Arts, Feb. 18


6 hidden features of Windows 10


Tina Sieber writes: “Windows 10 comes with many new
features. You already know about the major ones, like
virtual desktops, Cortana on the desktop, or the new Start
Menu. Here are some less obvious ones that impact your
Windows 10 experience, and how you can make use of
them.” The features include personalizing the lock screen, bypassing the login screen,
enabling battery saver, and disabling Bing powered web search....


Make Use Of, Feb. 19


A We Need Diverse Books wish list


Kelly Dickinson writes: “As the number of film adaptations set to be
released in 2015 illustrates, Hollywood seems firmly committed to
turning to the world of young adult fiction for inspiration—and box
office success. While this trend is exciting for YA fiction fans, the lack
of the diversity present in the stories selected remains disheartening.
While planning a recent movie night at my library, I was freshly
reminded of this problem and as usual, I took to Twitter to share my
frustration.The ensuing discussion was vibrant and, inspired, I polled
friends and colleagues to develop a wish list of diverse young adult
novels we’d like to see on the silver screen.”...


YALSA The Hub, Feb. 20


On the need to book purge


Jeanette Solomon writes: “Last year, I made a new year’s
resolution to get rid of a bag of stuff every week because
my life is full enough without so much clutter around me. I
thought it might make me just the tiniest bit happier if I
cleared out some clothes I haven’t worn for years, high
heels that hurt my feet too much to be worth it anymore,
and notebooks upon notebooks full of lecture notes from
undergraduate and beyond. It did. Once I tackled those obvious areas, though, I started
looking for more things that needed to go. CDs and DVDs went into a yard sale bag. A
box of full of congratulatory cards from my high school graduation: recycling. Graduation
robes: Goodwill, likely to become future Harry Potter costumes. That left my books.
Here’s the thing: my shelves are in my front hall. There are four of them, and all were
full-to-overflowing until I decided to start purging and donating them.”...


Book Riot, Feb. 20


How leaders should react when someone disappoints
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Peter Bregman writes: “‘Why?’ the CEO of the hedge fund
yelled at one of his portfolio managers. ‘Why would you
increase that investment? What were you thinking?’ The
portfolio manager muttered a weak defense which the CEO
promptly and easily tore to shreds. When the manager left
his office, the CEO turned to me, exasperated. ‘How do you
reverse a losing streak?’ he asked. ‘Not like that,’ I said. High performing leaders expect
a lot of themselves and the people around them, as they should. But when people fall
short of those expectations, the way leaders handle their disappointment can mean the
difference between a return to high performance and a downward spiral of failure.”...


Harvard Business Review, Feb. 20
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American Library Association • February 13, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


In Practice: Reuse, recycle, share


Meredith Farkas (right) writes: “We spend a lot of energy trying to
create things from scratch when, frequently, another library may have
already done something very similar. Looking to see what’s already
out there before starting a new project can help save time and avoid
repeating the mistakes of others. Years ago, when I was looking to
develop the protocol for an ethnographic study, I found Andrew Asher
and Susan Miller’s free and practical manual, So You Want to Do
Anthropology in Your Library? (PDF file), which answered most of my
initial questions. We are fortunate to be part of a profession so generous in sharing
expertise.”...


American Libraries column, Jan./Feb.


Kaplan and al-Mansour to speak at Annual Conference


Kicking off the Auditorium Speaker series at the 2015
ALA Annual Conference in San Francisco on June 27,
litigator Roberta A. Kaplan (left) will offer insights into
how she helped defeat the Defense of Marriage Act in
2013, how laws get overturned, and how change is
made legally. Kaplan is a partner at Paul, Weiss,
Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison and an adjunct professor
of law at Columbia Law School. Also speaking on June 27 will be award-winning Saudi
Arabian film director and screenwriter Haifaa al-Mansour (right) whose first feature-length
film Wadjda is the first filmed entirely in Saudi Arabia and the first directed by a Saudi
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Arabian woman....


Conference Services, Feb. 13


Integrating the library profession, 1900–1997


Denise Rayman writes: “In the midst of the Civil Rights
era in America, librarians were battling for and against
segregated libraries in the South. However, they were
also battling integration within their own ranks.
Integration of the library profession was a long process
that started in 1900 with the first black library school
graduate, Edward Christopher Williams, from the New
York State Library School, who completed the normally two-year graduate program in one
year. While many library schools in the North did accept black students, in the South
there was only the Hampton Institute, run from 1925 through 1939. However, ALA was
not consistent in its censure of segregation in library professional organizations. E. J.
Josey (above, later to become ALA’s first black male president) described his feelings at
the 1964 ALA Annual Conference after watching a segregated state library organization
be honored.”...


ALA Archives Blog, Feb. 12


 


 


NetGain, for libraries and our communities


Alan S. Inouye writes: “On February 11, I spent the
majority of the day at the headquarters of the Ford
Foundation in New York City to participate in the launch
of NetGain. This extraordinary effort aspires to
accelerate progress towards an equitable digital
society. Stars from across digital civil society populated
the day—from Susan Crawford to Sir Tim Berners-Lee
(right) to the presidents of the Ford, Knight, Mozilla, and Open Society foundations. Even
New York Mayor Bill de Blasio took part with a rousing welcome to the day’s events.
Further information about NetGain may be found in this article.”...


AL: The Scoop, Feb. 13; Ford Foundation, Feb. 11; Chronicle of Philanthropy, Feb. 11


How Chicago Public School officials banned Persepolis


Bon Joravsky writes: “When all hell broke loose in 2013 over the
yanking of Persepolis from the Chicago Public Schools, Mayor Rahm
Emanuel’s press handlers wrote it off as a misunderstanding. They said
some bureaucrat in the bowels of the central office misunderstood what
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he or she had been directed to do and things got out of control. But
thanks to Jarrett Dapier, an LIS student who sent a Freedom of
Information Act request to CPS seeking documentation on the issue,
we know it didn’t really happen like that. To his surprise, the central
office sent him copies of internal emails that high-ranking officials—
including CEO Barbara Byrd-Bennett—wrote to each other regarding the book.”...


Chicago Reader, Feb. 11; Mar. 19, 2013


 


 


2015 Ezra Jack Keats Book Awards


The Ezra Jack Keats Foundation, in partnership with
the de Grummond Children’s Literature Collection at
the University of Southern Mississippi, announced the
winners of its 29th annual Ezra Jack Keats Book
Award on February 11. Each year, a new writer and
new illustrator are celebrated. The winners receive a
gold medallion as well as an honorarium of $1,000. The winner for best new children’s
writer is Chieri Uegaki for Hana Hashimoto, Sixth Violin (Kids Can Press), and the winner
for best new children’s illustrator is Chris Haughton for Shh! We Have a Plan
(Candlewick)....


Ezra Jack Keats Foundation, Feb. 11


Celebrate Valentine’s Day with 10 recent YA romances


Jennifer Rummel writes: “Since tomorrow is Valentine’s Day, here are
some recent romances that I loved. I hope you enjoy them too. What I
love about these books is that they’re not just about romance, they are
so much more. They talk about guilt, death, dreams, business plans,
friendship, loyalty, family, photography, running, fitting in, being in the
spotlight, and learning about yourself. For example, in Just Like the
Movies by Kelly Fiore, Marijke can’t wait to see how her boyfriend will
ask her to the prom. He’s not getting her hints. Lily’s views on romance
have soured after watching her mother’s bad boyfriends. One night, the
two girls find themselves unhappy and watching Titanic in a movie theater. They end up
ditching the movie and going for coffee where they talk for the first time.”...


YALSA The Hub, Feb. 13
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Using graphic novels in education: March: Book Two


Meryl Jaffe writes: “As part of our celebration of Black History
Month, we take a closer look at March: Book Two by John
Lewis, Andrew Aydin, and Nate Powell (Top Shelf, 2015). We
highlight it here as it brilliantly and sensitively documents the
struggle for equal rights and civil liberties. In March, one can
read, see, and feel those struggles firsthand. It demonstrates
the pain and the hope rippling though the United States in
the early 1960s and highlights some of this country’s
greatest modern heroes. The language alone is worthy of
discussion.”...


Comic Book Legal Defense Fund, Feb. 11


The truth about contracts


Kevin Smith writes: “There are some serious misapprehensions
about contracts, contract law, and licensing in the academic world. A
contract is simply a promise that the law will enforce. The law does
not enforce all promises, but a promise need not be very formal to
be a binding contract. All that is needed is an offer, an acceptance
of that offer, and some ‘consideration,’ which simply means that
each party must get something out of the bargain. Perhaps because
we so often deal with obscure and lengthy database licenses from
vendors with lots of lawyers on staff, librarians tend to think of
contracts as big, formal, and very serious, even frightening,
documents. But a contract can be very simple, and it need not even be a document.”...


Scholarly Communications @ Duke, Feb. 13


Best practices for fair use in the visual arts


The College Art Association has published the Code of Best Practices
in Fair Use for the Visual Arts, a set of principles addressing best
practices in the fair use of copyrighted materials based on a
consensus of opinion developed through discussions with visual-arts
professionals. It will be a vital resource for everyone working in the
field, including artists, art historians, museum professionals, librarians,
and editors. The Code describes the relevance of fair use in five broad
areas of the visual arts field: analytic writing, teaching about art,
making art, museum and library uses, and online access to archival
and special collections....


College Art Association News, Feb. 9


AL Direct is a free electronic newsletter emailed every Tuesday and Friday to personal
members of the American Library Association.
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American Library Association • February 27, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


Libraries explore a variety of mobile options


Greg Landgraf writes: “As mobile devices continue to gain
prominence, libraries are recognizing their value in providing service
to patrons. While there are vendors who offer apps that libraries can
customize to their needs, some libraries have taken the step of
developing mobile apps in-house. The Orange County (Fla.) Library
System’s Shake It! was one of the first library-developed apps.
Shake It! offers randomized recommendations of library materials
based on age group, genre, and material type. More recently, OCLS
released K-Ready, an app for tablets that helps young children get
ready for kindergarten.”...


American Libraries trend, Feb. 24


FCC passes strong net neutrality rules


The Federal Communications Commission for the first
time classified internet providers as public utilities on
February 26 in a landmark vote that officials said will
prevent cable and telecommunications companies from
controlling what people see on the web. The move,
approved 3–2 along party lines, was part of a
sweeping set of new net neutrality rules aimed at banning providers of high-speed
internet access, such as Verizon and Time Warner Cable, from blocking websites they
don’t like or auctioning off faster traffic speeds to the highest bidders. ALA applauded the
vote as a “win for students, creators, researchers, and learners of all ages.” However, the
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fight for net neutrality is far from over. According to Jason Abbruzzese, the new rules are
not a solution but rather a patch, using old legislation in a way that looks to address a
current need....


Washington Post: The Switch, Feb. 26; ALA Washington Office, Feb. 26; Mashable, Feb.
27


ISIS burns rare books and manuscripts in Mosul


Islamic State (ISIS) militants have reportedly ransacked the
library of Mosul, Iraq, burning or confiscating as many as
100,000 rare manuscripts and documents spanning
centuries of human learning. Initial reports said
approximately 8,000 books were destroyed by the extremist
group. However, Al Rai ’s chief international correspondent
Elijah J. Magnier reports that a Mosul library official believes
as many as 112,709 manuscripts and books, some of which were registered on a
UNESCO rarities list, are among those lost. Mosul Public Library Director Ghanim al-
Ta’an said ISIS militants then demolished the building using explosive devices. Reports
also indicate the militants may not have destroyed all the books; some Mosul residents
said they had seen trucks with Syrian license plates loaded with documents driving off in
the middle of the night....


The Independent (UK), Feb. 27


 


 


New report: Cultivating Global Library Leadership


Research conducted by Arabella Advisors has identified 30
leadership programs around the world that together have played a
critical role in cultivating more than 6,000 library leaders. This
recently released report, funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, shows that access to leadership training is limited,
particularly in less economically developed regions; that significant
variation exists in program structure and content; and that
programs and participants are not well connected, limiting the
opportunities to learn from one another. Recommendations
include increasing access to virtual training opportunities,
identifying successful models to scale, and increasing training on library advocacy and
impact measurement....


University of Washington iSchool


In praise of libraries
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Joe Queenan writes: “The public library is the only civic
institution in my community that is uncompromisingly
successful. Not everyone in my small town is crazy about
the police force, and not everyone is all that pleased with
the public schools. No one ever seems terribly happy
with the planning board, the architectural review board,
the board of trustees. Some people think the volunteer firemen get too much money for
new equipment, though no one ever dares say it out loud. The public library is different.
The public library is the community’s kindly grandmother: helpful, patient, understanding.
Nobody in my town ever stands up and says he dislikes the public library. Nobody in your
town does, either. Grumpy old librarians who keep shushing you, sure. But not the library
itself.”...


The Rotarian, Mar.


 


 


Neiburger to speak at AASL President’s Program


Self-proclaimed geek, gamer, dork, and doofus Eli Neiburger (right)
will headline the AASL President’s Program on June 27 as part of the
2015 ALA Annual Conference in San Francisco. An engaging and
entertaining speaker, Neiburger has spoken across the US, Europe,
Australia, and New Zealand about libraries, gaming, ebooks,
publishing, and the web. Neiburger is currently the deputy director of
the Ann Arbor (Mich.) District Library where he was hired as a
helpdesk technician in 1997....


AASL, Feb. 26


The near and far future of libraries


Whitney Kimball writes: “Recently, Google vice president and
‘father of the internet’ Vint Cerf warned that we might be headed
for a digital Dark Age, a massive loss of information with
obsolete file types and hardware. That’s an especially dire
prophecy in an era when digitization is rapidly eclipsing print
media, artificial intelligence is perfecting search queries, and
drastic upheavals are quietly underfoot at the world’s historic libraries. All this leads to the
question of what happens if we lose our traditional libraries? What is the future for
libraries and archiving? Let us turn to human experts for answers.”...


Hopes&Fears, Feb. 24; BBC News, Feb. 13; New York Times, May 7, 2014


LSU library offers students free e-textbooks
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The Louisiana State University Library in Baton Rouge
is promoting a new program that enables students in
more than 100 courses to access electronic textbooks,
rather than having to purchase costly printed ones.
The change represents significant savings for
students, who typically shell out several hundred
dollars each semester on textbooks. These e-textbooks are free. Though the LSU library
has been offering e-textbooks for a couple of years, fall 2014 was the first time the
program was officially offered and advertised to students and faculty. In the spring
semester, 113 courses are participating....


Greater Baton Rouge (La.) Business Report, Jan. 24


Top 10 graphic novels for the past year


Sarah Hunter writes: “This year’s top 10 graphic novels, reviewed in
Booklist between March 1, 2014, and February 15, 2015, cover a
broad array of genres, styles, and formats, from the ingeniously
simple to the weird and woolly. For example, The Undertaking of Lily
Chen by Danica Novgorodoff: After Deshi accidentally kills his older
brother, his parents order him to find a corpse bride, a recently
deceased woman to accompany his brother in the afterlife. But the
only candidate he can find is the very alive, and very alluring, Lily.”...


Booklist Online, Feb. 27


The origin of fair use in the US


Harvard University Library is once again celebrating Fair Use
Week, an event inaugurated in 2014 by Kyle Courtney, the
Harvard Office for Scholarly Communication’s program manager
and copyright advisor. It is now sponsored by the Association of
Research Libraries. This year, Courtney and two colleagues
wrote and illustrated a two-page comic (PDF file) that tells the
story of how the doctrine of fair use developed in the United
States....


Harvard University Library, Office for Scholarly Communication, Feb. 27


How to read after you adopt a dog


Nikki Steele writes: “Instead of taking the big leap towards
children, you’ve gone out and adopted a sweet pup who is
supposed to warm up your home and your soul. It’s easier
than kids, right? (Answer: Yes.) Does that mean reading will
be as easy as it once was with your new dog around?
(Answer: No.) That doesn’t mean your reading life must end,
though. Here are some tricks for reading with dogs in the
house. Number one: It will be slower; don’t get discouraged.”...
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American Library Association • February 6, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


Graphic novels for Black History Month


Sarah Hunter writes: “Need to refresh your Black History Month
offerings? Here are some graphic novels, both fiction and nonfiction,
that address Black History in dynamic, engaging ways. For example,
for adults: Darkroom: A Memoir in Black and White by Lila Quintero
Weaver (University of Alabama, 2012). Perry County, Alabama, was a
hotbed of segregationist strength into the early 1960s, and after
Weaver’s Argentine family settled there, her father took his camera to
the street and captured scenes from protest marches. The graphic-
novel format Weaver chose for this memoir is fitting and absorbing,
with soft pencil images that show her changing perceptions of race and visual evidence of
the violence that her father was not permitted to record.”...


AL: The Scoop, Feb. 5


ALA Midwinter highlights


With Chicago’s near-record snowfall swirling outside,
10,637 librarians, library workers, and library supporters
(including 3,466 exhibitors) created their own indoor
blizzard of ideas, insights, and energy at more than
1,800 meetings, events, and social gatherings that
offered lively conversations, updates, productive
problem-solving, and networking throughout McCormick Place and other venues during
the 2015 ALA Midwinter Meeting & Exhibits in Chicago, January 29–Febrary 3. Watch the
highlights video (2:07) and see in-depth coverage by American Libraries....
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Conference Services, Feb. 5; YouTube, Feb. 3


Proposal due dates for the 2015 ALA Annual Conference


2015 ALA Annual Conference attendees have the chance
in San Francisco to inspire colleagues and move the
needle forward for the profession in one-hour Conversation
Starters, five-minute Ignite sessions, and 90-minute poster
sessions. The poster session proposal deadline has been
extended to February 28. Conversation Starters and Ignite
proposals are accepted through March 1. Find out more about these opportunities and
how to submit your proposals....


Conference Services, Feb. 5


 


 


FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler outlines net neutrality plan


Larra Clark writes: “On February 5, Federal Communications
Commission Chairman Tom Wheeler (right) circulated his network
neutrality proposal to fellow Commissioners in preparation for a
February 26 vote. While we can’t read the detailed draft as it is
not yet public, Wheeler did outline his plans in a Wired op-ed and
fact sheet (PDF file). He wrote: ‘I am submitting to my colleagues
the strongest open internet protections ever proposed by the
FCC. These enforceable, bright-line rules will ban paid
prioritization and the blocking and throttling of lawful content and services.’” ALA
President Courtney Young welcomed the strong protections in a February 5 statement.
Here are five important points to note about the plan....


District Dispatch, Feb. 5; Wired, Feb. 4; Washington Post, Feb. 4; ALA Washington
Office, Feb. 5; PC Magazine, Feb. 5


 


 


YALSA’s 2015 Best Fiction for Young Adults


YALSA has announced its 2015 list of Best Fiction for Young Adults.
This year’s list of 58 books was selected from a group of 113 official
nominations. The books, recommended for ages 12–18, meet the
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criteria of both quality literature and appeal to teens, while comprising
a wide range of genres, styles, and subjects—including contemporary
realistic fiction, fantasy, horror, science fiction, and novels in verse.
The full list can be found on the YALSA website. The division has also
issued its 2015 lists of Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Readers and
Amazing Audiobooks....


YALSA, Feb. 3, 5


What the Obama budget means for higher education


Michael Stratford writes: “President Obama sent Congress a budget
request on February 2 that would increase federal spending on many
higher education programs and also aims to reap savings for the
government by changing some student loan and repayment options.
The administration’s budget features several big-ticket policy
proposals that have been announced in recent weeks or previously
proposed. Among them: free community college for some students,
streamlining higher education tax breaks, and a bonus grant program
to reward colleges that graduate large numbers of low-income
students.”...


Inside Higher Ed, Feb. 3


Why are some cities cracking down on little free libraries?


Alexander LaCasse writes: “Little free libraries are
becoming more and more common to communities from
Maine to California and all over the world. However well-
intentioned the idea of offering free books for the
enjoyment of others may be, little free libraries are
becoming imperiled by some cities’ zoning laws. These
libraries have pushed the boundaries over what is and
what is not subject to zoning codes of late in both Los Angeles and Shreveport,
Louisiana.”...


Christian Science Monitor, Feb. 5


 


 


Top 10 multicultural reference sources
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Rebecca Vnuk writes: “Booklist ’s first Top 10 made up of
multicultural reference titles encompasses subjects ranging from
peace and the Buddha to the violence that often erupts from
religious controversies. The titles selected were reviewed in
Booklist between January 2013 and January 2015.” One title is the
Berkshire Dictionary of Chinese Biography, edited by Kerry Brown
(Berkshire, 2013). This monumental three-volume set lists
noteworthy Chinese persons from the Xià and Shang dynasties
(2100–1045 BCE) through the establishment of the People’s
Republic of China, ending in 1979....


Booklist Online, Feb. 1


Five romantic books to read in February


Susie Rodarme writes: “It’s that time of year again: red, heart-shaped
boxes full of generic chocolate candy and stuffed animals that play
stupid songs and the pressure to get a restaurant reservation, or a
date at all. Valentine’s Day might be a totally manufactured holiday at
this point, but I can see the point: By the time February rolls around,
we’re all ready for springtime. What’s more romantic than springtime?
Ergo, bringing a little romance to February helps stave off the winter
blues. Here are some crazy-romantic books to read in February, even
if you don’t like romance novels.”...


Book Riot, Feb. 3


10 reasons why printed books matter


Timothy Young writes: “I recently gave a talk to a library
group about why the printed book still matters. I had
been asked to address the subject of ‘Books in a Digital
World,’ but I chose to focus much more closely on the
characteristics of printed objects that are not effectively
represented in facsimile. That is, what cannot be
captured in a scan. I’ve been carrying this list in my
head for years, adding to it one reason at a time. In my profession, as a librarian and a
curator, this list (of which what follows is only a portion) functions as an apologia pro vita
mia—rational defenses for the continued existence of the printed codex—and my
involvement with them.”...


Design Observer, Feb. 2
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American Library Association • February 24, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


Writing app reviews


Nicole Hennig writes: “Often when you are deciding whether to
purchase an app, you’ll see a number of reviews for it in the app
store. Have you noticed how uninformed many of these reviews are?
Anyone who has purchased an app can contribute reviews. I
encourage librarians to review apps—both in the app stores and in
your own sources of professional reading, such as journals and
blogs. The quality of many existing reviews is low. Librarians with
knowledge of the capabilities of mobile devices are in a good position
to evaluate apps for their communities and write well-informed reviews.”...


American Libraries column, Jan./Feb.


Hwa-Wei Lee receives the Melvil Dewey Medal


Hwa-Wei Lee, former chief of the Asian Division of the Library of
Congress, has been awarded the 2015 Melvil Dewey Medal. This
annual award, presented by ALA and sponsored by OCLC, recognizes
“creative leadership of high order, particularly in those fields in which
Melvil Dewey was actively interested: library management, library
training, cataloging and classification, and the tools and techniques of
librarianship.” Lee was cited for playing a vital role in creating the
Chinese American Librarians Association and helping to train a new
generation of library leaders from Asia by establishing the exemplary International
Librarians Internship and Visiting Scholars Program....
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Office of ALA Governance, Feb. 20


A first look inside Boston’s renovated Copley Square library


Greg Cook writes: “The first thing you notice about the
renovation of the second floor of the Johnson Building
at the Boston Public Library’s central Copley Square
facility—which officially opened with a ribbon-cutting
starring Boston Mayor Marty Walsh on February 21—is
the color. The renewed second floor—the first phase of
an ongoing renovation—radiates warm reds, purples,
greens. It arrives as a surprise and a wonder. The redesign by the Boston architectural
firm William Rawn Associates offers a new children’s library, teen room, adult nonfiction
shelves, and lots of cozy places to sit.”...


WBUR-FM: The ARTery, Feb. 21


 


 


It’s Fair Use Week


This week is Fair Use Week 2015—a community celebration of fair use
coordinated by the Association of Research Libraries. It celebrates the
important role fair use plays in achieving the constitutional purpose of
intellectual property rights in the US: to promote the progress of
science and the useful arts. The flexible nature of the fair use doctrine
has permitted copyright to adapt to new technologies and changes.
Similarly, in Canada, “fair dealing” is a critical right of the user intended
to facilitate balance in copyright law and accommodate freedom of
expression....


Association of Research Libraries


 


 


Poverty, libraries, and jobs


Jason Griffey writes: “A bit earlier today I saw a handful of
librarians on Twitter posting a link to a library director’s job
with what appeared to be an appalling salary of $7.25 an
hour. I clicked through when I saw the salary, curious what
sort of place thought they could get someone for that price,
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and where you could possibly live on that salary. The answer? In Elliott County,
Kentucky, just down the road from where I grew up. There is very little likelihood that
anyone posting about this on Twitter has ever seen poverty of the sort that they have in
Elliott County. It is the 49th poorest county by median household income in the entire
United States of America. If there is anywhere in this country where kids need a library to
help them dream, this is that place.”...


Pattern Recognition, Feb. 23


 


 


Digital natives prefer reading in print


Michael S. Rosenwald writes: “Frank Schembari loves
books—printed books. He loves how they smell. He loves
scribbling in the margins, underlining interesting sentences,
folding a page corner to mark his place. Schembari is not a
retiree who sips tea at Politics and Prose or some other
bookstore. He is 20, a junior at American University, and
paging through a thick history of Israel between classes, he is evidence of a peculiar
irony of the Internet Age: Digital natives prefer reading in print. Textbook makers,
bookstore owners, and college student surveys all say millennials still strongly prefer print
for pleasure and learning, a bias that surprises reading experts given the same group’s
proclivity to consume most other content digitally.”...


Washington Post, Feb. 22


Delay in new Kindle-format ebooks


Michael Kozlowski writes: “Libraries all over the US have
expressed concern that the vast majority of new ebook titles
from OverDrive are not available in the Kindle format. The few
books that have been made available are from small presses
and not major publishers. Is this something to be worried
about? When libraries desire to make purchases for their
branch, their first stop is the Overdrive Marketplace. Out of
the hundreds of new titles that have come out in 2015, only 51 of them are in the Kindle
format, and they are all from indie authors or small presses. It looks like this is a big delay
with everything else.”...


Good E-Reader, Feb. 23


Collecting DC Comics: The new 52


Kylie Peters writes: “DC comics are popular, but looking at library
collections one might think otherwise. Many public libraries’ DC titles
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are old, obscure, or nonsequential, if they collect many of them at all.
And since DC made up about a third of comic sales in 2014 by some
industry statistics, this is a big problem. It means we aren’t offering our
patrons materials they want. In this article, we’ll take a close look at the
titles currently being released by DC Comics, with the goal of giving you
the information you need to find the right comics for your community.”...


CCGC in Libraries, Feb. 20; Diamond Comic Distributors


8 canines in YA literature


Anna Dalin writes: “This month, I’d like to honor our canine friends
who devote themselves to us so unconditionally. Here are several YA
novels (and one adult novel well-suited to teens), some in print and
some in graphic format, in which canines play a large part. They may
be the main character’s best friend or archenemy, or even the story’s
protagonist. I have taken the liberty of including a few books with
wolves. I hope you will agree that the probable common ancestry of
wolves and dogs—and also just the fact that these wolf novels are
pretty great—justifies the inclusion of these works.”...


YALSA The Hub, Feb. 23


Cool stuff librarians do: War Ink


Alison Peters writes: “So you’re a librarian. You went to school
for it. It’s your Dream Job. Libraries serve the community. People
in the community have needs. So what do you do? You give
them War Ink. Chris Brown is senior community library manager
at the Contra Costa (Calif.) Public Library. Debuting on Veteran’s
Day 2014, War Ink is Brown’s love letter to the community, a
virtual story, a picture book with grown-up themes. It’s an online
art exhibit that tells the shared story of a specific part of the
community, war veterans, through their tattoos. It is beautiful, and emotional, and a
complete labor of love.”...


Book Riot, Feb. 24
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American Library Association • February 17, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


Digital books take flight in airports


Timothy Inklebarger writes: “Digital resources in the form of
ebooks, audiobooks, and other media are beginning to take
flight across the country by way of airport library branches.
Branches have popped up in airports around the country,
including Philadelphia International; Seattle–Tacoma
International; Manhattan (Kans.) Regional; Fort Lauderdale–
Hollywood (Fla.) International; Boise (Idaho); and San
Antonio International, over the last couple of years, and more are in the works. Library
officials say these branches are cost-effective and promote not only the library’s digital
resources but also encourage travelers to visit their local branches when they return
home.”...


American Libraries feature


Update on the Email Privacy Act


Jazzy Wright writes: “Ever have the feeling when it comes
to reform of the nation’s privacy and surveillance laws that
you might as well cancel your online news subscription and
just put this year’s date on that copy of last year’s story you
saved in the cloud? You know the file we mean: It’s the one
—along with all of your emails, texts, tweets, photos, or
cloud-stored info—that the government doesn’t need a
warrant to get without your permission if it’s more than six months old. The Email Privacy
Act is the latest wrinkle in the multi-year fight to update the 1986 Electronic
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Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) to finally bring it—and all of our Fourth Amendment
rights—out of the Bronze and into the Digital Age.”...


District Dispatch, Feb. 16


Seal named Academic/Research Librarian of the Year


Robert A. Seal (right), dean of university libraries at Loyola University
Chicago, is the 2015 ACRL Academic or Research Librarian of the
Year. The award, sponsored by YBP Library Services, recognizes an
outstanding member of the library profession who has made a
significant national or international contribution to academic/research
librarianship and library development. Seal will receive a $5,000
award during the keynote session on March 26 at the ACRL 2015
Conference in Portland, Oregon. Known as a staunch advocate for
international library cooperation, Seal’s ability to share information in a bilingual
environment has made him a strong advocate for breaking down barriers and extending
partnerships....


ACRL, Feb. 13


 


 


Apply for a Latino Americans: 500 Years of History grant


ALA and the National Endowment for the Humanities are
accepting applications for Latino Americans: 500 Years of
History, a public programming initiative for libraries and other
cultural institutions. Latino Americans: 500 Years of History will
support the American public’s exploration of the rich and
varied history and experiences of Latinos, who have helped
shape the United States over the last five centuries and who
have become, with more than 50 million people, the country’s largest minority group. The
cornerstone of the project is the six-part, NEH-supported documentary film Latino
Americans, created for PBS in 2013 by the WETA public television station. The deadline
to apply is May 1....


Public Programs Office, Feb. 17


 


 


Take part in the annual PLDS survey
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PLA is encouraging all public libraries in the U.S. and
Canada to participate in the annual Public Library Data
Service (PLDS) survey. The survey collects information
from public libraries on finances, resources, service usage,
and technology. A summary of the survey data is
published annually in the PLDS Statistical Report. The survey closes on March 31.
Participants will have special access to the summary reports and discounts on access to
the complete reports later in the year....


PLA, Feb. 17


 


 


Princeton receives bequest of rare books worth $300 million


Musician, musicologist, bibliophile, and philanthropist William H.
Scheide, a 1936 Princeton University alumnus who died in
November at age 100, has left his extraordinary collection of
some 2,500 rare printed books and manuscripts to Princeton
University. With an expected appraised value of nearly $300
million, it is the largest gift in the university’s history. The
Scheide Library has been housed in Princeton’s Firestone
Library since 1959 and holds the first six printed editions of the
Bible, the original printing of the Declaration of Independence, Beethoven’s autograph
music sketchbook for 1815–1816 (right), and many other treasures....


News at Princeton, Feb. 16


Information literacy in the wild


Barbara Fister writes: “This morning, catching up on the
Sunday New York Times (which often takes me the better part
of a week), I felt as if a lot of synapses were firing, making
connections in unexpected places. It started with an op-ed
piece by Jeffrey M. Zacks, a Washington University
psychology professor who studies the way we tend to absorb
beliefs from the movies. ‘Our minds are not well-equipped to
sort good sources from bad ones,’ he writes, because we
forget where we originally encountered information. A vivid piece of make-believe might
be more easily recalled and consulted than a whole shelf of carefully documented
histories studied in class.”...


Inside Higher Ed: Library Babel Fish, Feb. 16


What is a librarian?
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Bryan Brown writes: “When people ask me what I do, I have
to admit I feel a bit of angst. I could just say I’m a librarian.
After all, I went to library school, got a library degree, and I
now work at FSU’s Strozier Library with a bunch of librarians
on library projects. It feels a bit disingenuous to call myself a
librarian though, because the word ‘librarian’ is not in my job
title. The average friend or family member has a vague
understanding of what a librarian is, but phrases like ‘web programming’ and ‘digital
scholarship’ invite more questions than they answer. The true answer about ‘what I do’
lies somewhere in the middle of all this, not quite librarianship and not just
programming.”...


LITA Blog, Feb. 11


10 books that changed the face of black history


Dara Plath writes: “With the aid of the ALA’s Top Banned Authors lists,
NCAC has compiled this list of 10 books that excite our minds and
hearts with their powerful stories—and were nonetheless challenged or
banned in school and libraries. While we work with school boards in
the hopes of engendering discussion about the educational value of
such books, you too can do your part in upholding freedom of speech
and cementing their place at the forefront of literary history. These
authors tell important stories of survival in the South during slavery,
black struggle in the North during the bustling 1920s and 1930s, and
the search for identity that many faced in the 20th century.”...


National Coalition Against Censorship, Feb. 5


How children learn to read


Maria Konnikova writes: “Why is it easy for some people to
learn to read, and difficult for others? It’s a tough question
with a long history. We know that it’s not just about raw
intelligence, nor is it wholly about repetition and dogged
persistence. We also know that there are some conditions
that, effort aside, can hold a child back. But how do we
learn to translate abstract symbols into meaningful sounds in the first place, and why are
some children better at it than others?”...


The New Yorker, Feb. 11
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AL Direct FAQ: americanlibrariesmagazine.org/aldirect


All links outside the ALA website are provided for informational purposes only. Questions about the
content of any external site should be addressed to the administrator of that site.
 


American Libraries
50 E. Huron St.
Chicago, IL 60611
800-545-2433, ext. 4216


ISSN 1559-369X
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